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DEAR VALUED CAKES.COM CUSTOMER
DecoPac is proud to announce a new and improved version 
of Cakes.com! The new version allows your customers an 
enhanced visual and interactive experience while creating their 
customized cake. Your customers can now upload their photo 
or artwork and customize the image with just a few clicks.  
We have also included additional, customizable options 
allowing your customers to select frosting flavors and different 
border frosting colors. Your customers are going to enjoy the 
new experience!

We’ve also updated the main page to allow you to customize 
your Featured Categories, add a hero banner and welcome 
message. Beyond that we have improved the communication 
between you and your customer by adding your company 
logo and name in the communications. We’ve also added 
text notifications as an option to stay connected with your 
customers during the cake creation process. 

Our Cakes.com Support Team is here to help! Contact us at 
1-800-332-6722 Option 6 or email Cakes@DecoPac.com. You 
can also chat with us! Click the ‘chat’ icon in the lower right of 
your screen to talk with our support team. We're available 24/7 
to help answer all your Cakes.com questions.

We sincerely thank you for choosing Cakes.com as your online 
cake ordering solution!

Sincerely, 

Cakes.com Team
1-800-332-6722 Option 6  |  Cakes@DecoPac.com

 

GETTING STARTED  
IS SUPER EASY! 

1.   Make sure you have your 
Cakes.com Admin login  
and password. Don’t know 
your Cakes.com login? Click 
‘Forgot your password?’ link 
to reset your password. 

2.   If you do not already have 
a Cakes.com account, visit 
https://order.cakes.com/
account-admin/setup to  
get started! You'll need your 
DecoPac.com login email  
and Customer Number.

 >  To assist you with setting up 
your Cakes.com account, we 
have created a worksheet 
that can be used to house 
all your cake and pricing 
information. Visit DecoPac.
com to download the cake 
parameters worksheet.

3.   We want to hear from you! 
Send us your feedback 
anytime via email at  
Cakes@DecoPac.com

If at any time 
you need 

assistance our 
Cakes.com 

support team 
is available!   
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Any computer with 
a fully updated web 
browser can be used 
to accept Consumer 
orders and manage 
your account.

To provide the most 
compatible system in  
the market, we have 
designed functionality 
so that it can be used 
with any mobile device 
(e.g., iOS and Android 
operating systems).

WHAT YOU WILL NEED: 

QUICK START GUIDE: CAKES.COM & POWERED BY CAKES.COM
Technical Requirements and Equipment 

DecoPac’s Cake Ordering website offerings are designed to function 
on the device of your choice, which gives you the ability to purchase 
your preferred hardware at the vendor of your choice. Once you have 
acquired your hardware all that is needed is an internet connection. 
You are then able to set up and manage your account, along with 
accepting and managing incoming orders.

Setting up your bakery will take approximately 60-90 minutes,  
depending on how many cake options you offer. If you cannot  
complete your setup at one time, information entered will be saved.   

Before you start:   

Be sure you have the following information handy when you set up your bakery.  

 • DecoPac Customer Number  
 • Email Address associated  

with your account 
 • Bakery Standard Hours
 • Bakery Holiday Hours
 • Cake Flavors 
 • Cake Sizes 
 • Cake Prices 
 • Cake Fillings

 • Cake Icings
 • Cake Icing Colors 
 • Upcharge amounts for cake 

decorations 
 • Bakery Description: 1-2 sentences 

about your bakery (optional) 
 • Bakery Logo in .gif, .jpg, or .png file 

format (optional) Best results use 
an image with a size of 200 px wide

 • Header: Best results use an image with 
a size of 1856 px by 400 px

 • Images of any custom (non-DecoPac) 
cakes in .jpg, .gif, or .png file format 
(Cannot exceed 50MB.)

 • Date you want to begin accepting 
online orders
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ACCOUNT SETUP
Welcome to Cakes.com  

Cakes.com is designed to transform how consumers order decorated cakes by creating a digital 
marketplace where shoppers can easily personalize and order their cake- anytime, anywhere. 

Cakes.com is not a bakery, but we connect consumers with local bakeries to help create the 
perfect cake, cupcakes, or other sweet treats for a celebration.

To get started you will need to have established your DecoPac.com account. If you have not 
yet created your DecoPac.com please go to www.DecoPac.com, select ‘Sign Up’ and enter your 
DecoPac Customer and Store information. You will need to wait 1 hour prior to setting up your 
Cakes.com account.

3.    Enter your DecoPac Customer Number and Email Address, review and check the boxes to 
accept the Terms and Conditions and click ‘Submit’.

2.    Select the link ‘Create your Cakes.com Admin Account’ or visit here:  
https://order.cakes.com/account-admin/setup

1.    Once your DecoPac.com account has been established, Go to DecoPac.com, select the  
‘Technology’ tab and click on Learn More for Cakes.com.
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5.   An email will be sent to you to verify your account information and establish a password.  

7.    Once the password has been established, you will be prompted to Complete or Skip 
the Online Cake Ordering Wizard. The setup wizard is available to help guide you 
through configuring your account via a step-by-step process.

4.    Verify your Customer Information and select ‘Yes, Continue’. 

6.    Click on the link within the email and it will prompt you to set up your password. 
Select Submit when ready.

Please note that your 
password must be 
at least 8 characters 
and contain at least 
one number and one 
capital letter. 
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ORDERING WIZARD SETUP
Prior to starting the setup process, it is best to have this information ready and available.  
Visit DecoPac.com to download the parameters spreadsheet.

•• Standard & Holiday hours

•• Order Lead Times

•• Cake Flavors, Sizes, and Prices for each

••  Cake Fillings, Icing Flavors, Icing Colors, Serving Sizes, and any  
associated up-charge prices for these options

•• Business Logo (optional; file format of jpg, gif, or png; dimensions 200 × 200 pixels)

•• Brief description about the business (optional, maximum 300 characters)

There are a total of 12 steps involved with setting up the basic information for your Cakes.com 
account, divided into sections. Your progress is saved once you select ‘Next’ or ‘Save’ for any of 
the previous information you have filled out. This allows you to stop and start as needed. 

A.   Indicates which step  
you are currently on.  
You can navigate the 
setup wizard by clicking 
on the step to jump back 
and forth between steps. 

B.   Clicking on the button 
toggles the information 
(e.g. Open to Closed).

C.   Clicking on the arrow 
brings a dropdown menu 
to select options from 
(e.g. time of day).

D.   Select ‘Next’ when you 
are ready to proceed to 
the next step. Note that 
by selecting ‘Next’ you 
are saving your progress.

A

B

C

D

STEPS 1-4:  Store Information: Standard Hours & Time Zone,  
Holiday Hours, Order Lead Times and Online Store information. 
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STEPS 5-8:  Adding Cake Flavors, Sizes, Surcharges, Fillings,  
Icing Flavors, and Pricing for each. 

A.   Choose 1 Cake Flavor, 
Filling, or Icing Flavor you 
wish to offer; button will 
change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ 
when selected.    

B.   Once a Cake Flavor,  
Filling, or Icing Flavor has 
been selected, you will 
need to pick the Cake 
Size(s); button will  
change from ‘No’ to ‘Yes’ 
when selected.

C.   Add a price to create  
the base price for a Cake 
Flavor. Adding a price to 
a Filling or Icing Flavor is 
considered an ‘upcharge’. 

D.   Choose the next Cake 
Flavor, Filling, or Icing 
Flavor you wish to offer 
and repeat steps A 
through C. 

E.   Select ‘Previous’ to go 
back one step.

F.   Select ‘Next’ (or ‘Save’) to 
continue to next step. 

STEPS 9-10:  Adding Icing Colors and Cake Serving Sizes.

A.   Select the Icing 
Colors you wish  
to offer.

B.   Suggested serving 
sizes are listed. You 
can override the 
suggested size by 
typing in the field. 

A

B F

C
D

E

A

B

TIP: If you wish to offer 
a Filling or Icing Flavor 
at no extra cost, simply 
keep the price at $0.00. 
This will allow the 
customer the option  
but not upcharge them. 
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STEP 11:  Summary and review of all information.  

 

STEP 12:  Choose when you want to start accepting online orders. 

 

A.   You can select ‘Edit’  
on any section that  
you need to amend.

B.   Option to print the 
information to keep  
for your records.

C.   Select ‘I have reviewed  
my settings’ and ‘Next’  
to go to the final step  
of the Wizard Setup. 

A.   Option to start 
accepting orders  
right away.

B.   Option to postpone 
when you want to start 
accepting orders.

C.   Choose date to start  
accepting orders.

D.   Select ‘Previous’ to go 
back to the Summary 
page of the Setup.

B

B

A

A

C

C

D

Selecting Option A or B will finalize the setup wizard. Once you have 
completed the setup, you can now choose any DecoPac Cake Designs 
and/or incorporate any custom flavor options or designs. 
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B

A

MANAGING USER ROLES

You are able to have multiple users to help manage 
your store's orders and information for your Cakes.
com account. This allows you to assign specific roles 
to help manage and control permissions for each user. 

Control Permissions for Decorators

•• Primary User – Admin needs to set this up. 

••  Additional Users for your account are made by 
creating another user profile on DecoPac.com. 
Use the same Customer Number and Billing Zip 
Code as the Account Admin. Each user profile 
must be assigned an unused Email address. 

•• To give a new user access and update user roles:

1.   Login to DecoPac.com account using  
your Admin Credentials. 

2.  Select ‘My Account’

3.  Select ‘Manage Users & Permissions’

A.   From ‘Edit’ you can adjust the kinds 
of access this account will have. 

B.  ‘ Delete’ – Remove this user 
account, this can not be undone.

Note: ‘Transfer Admin Permissions’ 
can be used to grant someone else 
primary authorization on the account. 
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G.   Select ‘Update Role Permissions’. 
Select the check boxes for each 
access you would like for the 
decorator role. 

Note: No matter what level of access the user 
has, they will be able to view both Active Orders 
and Order History for Cakes.com

B

E

F

C

D

A

A.   Change User Information such as name, title,  
or contact information. 

B.  Allow user to Receive E-Mails from DecoPac

C.  Can Purchase on DecoPac.com

D.  Can access PhotoCake Online

E.  Cakes.com Manager Access

 • This Option grants full access to the user to 
perform all functions. 

F.  Cakes.com Decorator Access

 • This Option grants access to only the designated 
options under Decorator Permissions. 

 • After granting this access, the user will receive  
an email prompting to reset their password. 

 •  A Second email will also be sent to the admin’s 
email notifying them of the changes to the  
user’s permissions. 

G
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CAKES

CAKE FLAVORS EXAMPLE

A.  Flavors – This menu is used to 
add or remove cake flavors and 
custom pricing to the flavors 
your bakery offers.

B.  Designs – This menu is used  
to add and customize any 
upcharges you would like to add 
to specific cake types.  
(e.g. Licensed DecoSets®, 
Cupcake Rings, PhotoCake® 
Edible Images®, etc.)

C.  Fillings – This menu is used to 
add or remove cake fillings and 
custom pricing to the fillings 
your bakery offers.

D.  Icing – This menu is used to add 
or remove cake icing flavorings 
and colors, along with custom 
pricing to the icing options your 
bakery offers.

E.  PhotoCake Uploads – This 
menu is used to retrieve 
any images uploaded from 
consumers. This menu is also 
used to re-send PhotoCake 
Upload tickets to the consumer 
in the event their image expires 
or they want a different image.

F.  Serving Sizes – This menu is 
used to create and edit serving 
sizes for any style of cake.

 C.   Each cake flavor and size 
combination can have a custom 
price. Note: pricing set for a 
cake flavor and size will set the 
base price for a cake. Pricing for 
a Filling or Icing will create an 
‘upcharge’.

 D.   Cake sizes (Dimensions and 
serving sizes) for all cake sizes 
is shown in this menu. The 
dimensions and serving info  
can be changed in the  
‘Serving Sizes’ menu found 
within ‘Cakes’. 

E.   In case you would like to plan 
ahead, all options in this menu 
can be set to be pushed to your 
bakery page at a given, future 
date. Select the ‘immediately’ 
option for changes to take place 
instantly.

 F.   Ensure to select ‘Save’ to save 
your edits or ‘Cancel’ to undo 
any edits made.

A

B

C

E

D

F

In this example we are looking at the Cake Flavors menu found 
within the ‘Cakes’ menu. (A. from the picture below).

A

B

C

D

E

F

A.   Shows all of the cake flavors that 
are available for your bakery. 
Flavors may be turned ‘on’ or 
‘off’ at any given time. The above 
example shows ‘Yellow’ flavor 
size options. 

B.   This is a list of available cake 
sizes. Note: custom sizes are 
shown at the top of the list.

Note: The other options under 
the ‘Cakes’ menu follow the same 
guidelines as the Flavor menu.
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CUPCAKE INFORMATION

Customizing availability and charges for cupcakes will be offered in the Flavors, Designs, Fillings, 
Icing, Serving Sizes menus alongside the details for cakes. However, there will be a few areas 
specific to cupcakes.

Cupcake Style

The ‘Cupcake Style’ menu is found in Cake Information > Icing, near the bottom of the page, 
above ‘Icing Colors’. It offers the ability to edit upcharges to specific styles of cupcake icing. 

Editing Cupcake Information

Clicking the ‘Edit’ button will bring up the Cake information editor, where it is possible to 
customize the details of the cupcake styles.

A.   Cupcake styles can be 
enabled by switching their 
corresponding buttons 
to ‘YES’ and disabled by 
switching their buttons to 
‘NO’.

B.   Once a style has been made 
available, the sizes for which 
the style is offered and the 
upcharge associated with the 
style will be customizable.

C.   Once all changes have been 
made, customizations can be 
saved to update immediately 
or at a date you specify.

A

B

C
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BAKERY CAKES

A.  Kiosk Settings (if applicable) -  
This option is used to enable/
disable device ordering, 
managing background and 
default cake design options, 
adding a personal message to 
your Powered by Cakes.com 
page and obtain your URL.

B.  Kiosk Featured Cakes  
(if applicable) - This is used 
to manage which cakes appear 
on your Powered by Cakes.com 
home page. 

C.  Custom Cakes - Use this option 
to add any sort of custom or 
specialty cake that your bakery 
provides that doesn’t fit within 
the default parameters.

D.  Custom Cake Designs -  
Used to add upcharge options to 
custom cakes (Only available for 
custom cakes).

E.  Custom Cake Fillings -  
Used to add additional custom cake 
fillings to your bakery offerings.

F.  Custom Cake Flavors -  
Used to add additional custom cake 
flavors to your bakery offerings.

G.  Custom Cake Icing Flavors - 
Used to add additional custom 
icing (frosting) flavors to your 
bakery offerings.

H.  Custom Cake Sizes -  
Used to add custom sized  
(or non-standard) cakes to  
your bakery offerings.

I.  Custom Cake Size  
Configuration -  
Used to limit specific designs  
from your bakery offerings to 
specific cakes.

J.  Cake Designs - Used to  
select which cake designs 
(Including but not limited  
to DecoSets®, Layons,  
Cupcake rings) are available  
for order at your bakery. More 
information found on next page.

K.  Discontinuations - Used to 
view discontinued cakes.  
You can add any discontinued 
item back to your bakery’s 
offering by selecting the  
‘Copy to Custom’ button.

L.  Add-Ons - Used to select  
which DecoPac candles you 
choose to offer your customers 
as an add-on to their cake order.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L
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Select the DecoPac Cake Designs (e.g. DecoSets®, Cupcake 
Rings, Layons, etc) you wish to offer. Navigate from the Bakery 
Cakes > Cake Designs from the dropdown menu. The options 
that appear to Include or Exclude are Cake Designs that your 
bakery is authorized for. You will not be able to view or select 
designs not authorized for your bakery. 

CAKE DESIGNS

A.   Choose a category from the drop-down 
box.  Select the ‘Filter’button for results. 

B.   Check the box(es) next to the Product 
Type(s) you want to view.  Select the 
‘Filter’ button for results.
a.   TIP: Choosing a Category and Product 

Type together will help narrow your 
search results.

C.   Check box to Include 
cake design on your 
Cakes.com bakery page. 
Uncheck to Exclude.

D.   ‘Select All Cakes’ to 
include all Cake Design 
options to your bakery 
page.   Great to use 
after you have filtered 
to a specific category or 
product type.

E.   ‘  Clear All Cakes’ to 
remove all cakes on this 
page from your bakery 
page. This is great to use 
after you have filtered 
to a specific category or 
product type. 

F.     Search for a specific 
cake design by name or 
item number. 

G.   IMPORTANT: Be sure 
to click the Update 
Cakes button at the 
bottom of the page to 
save your selections!

B

A

C

D

F

E

G

Note: New Cake Designs are set to automatically be excluded. You 
will receive an alert banner indicating when new designs are available 
to review. If you wish to automatically include all new cake designs, 
you can find that option under ‘Online’ under to the ‘Store’ tab.
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CREATING AND MANAGING CUSTOM CAKES 

A.  Create a new custom cake design.

B.   Switch between active, and inactive  
cakes (active cakes are displayed on  
your Cakes.com bakery page, inactive  
cakes are not).

C.   Enable a cake to be either active or inactive.

D.    Edit parameters of your custom cake design. 
Including;
•  Description  

(short and long)
•  Number  

(for searching  
on cakes.com)

• Gender
• Price
• Age Groups
• Categories
• Cake Design

• Cake Sizes
• Trademark
• Search Keywords
• Images
  (upload up to four 

images of your  
custom cake)

• Small object warning 
• Cake Brand

E.     Listing of Discontinued Cakes that have 
been made custom to your bakery.

To access your bakeries custom cake offerings, go to Bakery Cakes > Custom Cakes

BA C

D
E

Note: Item Number used cannot be a 
current DecoPac item number.
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CREATING AND MANAGING CUSTOM CAKE  
FILLINGS, FLAVORS AND ICINGS

A.   Your currently selected cake flavor. 

B.   List of all cake sizes  
(Including any custom sizes)

C.   The Base price for the specified 
cake flavor and size combination.

1.   You can add any sort of custom flavoring to your 
cake with these menus. For example, to add a new 
custom cake flavor go to Bakery Cakes > Custom 
Cake Flavors. You will be greeted with this menu. 

2.   Click on ‘New Custom Cake Flavor’ and enter a 
name for the custom flavor and select ‘Create 
Cake Flavor’.

3.   Now that we have the flavor created, to add an upcharge, navigate to  
Cakes > Flavors and click the small ‘Edit’ button in the top right.

B

C

A
Note: Sizes will update 
independently for each flavor  
of cake, you will need to select 
each flavor individually and turn 
on each desired cake size.

Note: When adding a price to 
icing or to fillings, it’s considered 
an  upcharge, on top of the Cake 
flavor base price.
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STORE INFORMATION

A.   Online Ordering – You can turn off all cakes.com ordering 
from your bakery with this option.

B.   New Cake Inclusion – Turn this option on if you want to include 
all of DecoPac’s new cake designs to your cakes.com page. 

The Store menu allows you to set your bakery hours, customize your bakery logo, and order  
lead times.

To set your store’s hours navigate to Store > In Store > Standard Hours > Edit. Hours can be 
adjusted manually for each day of the week, or you can mark your bakery as open 24/7.

You can also edit the look of your Bakery’s Cakes.com page from here. Navigate to  
Store > Online > Edit. 

From here, you can change your bakery logo and hero banner. See below for example. 

A

B

In addition to the logo and banner, you can also manage other aspects of your Cakes.com profile.

Note: Changes on this page can be set to take 
effect immediately or on a specific, future date.
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STORE INFORMATION MY USER PROFILE
This is where you can change your password and add contacts to receive order email 
communications. Select ‘Edit’ to amend information on this page. 

B

A

C

D E

A.   Reset your password. Passwords must be at least 8 
characters and contain at least one number and one 
capital letter. 

B.   Add contacts to receive email notifications for 
Orders Placed and Orders Accepted. 

C.   Remove a contact to not receive email notifications.

D.  Cancel any changes.

E.  Submit to save the changes. 

Note: each email notification can be set up to 
be sent on a daily basis or per order received.
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DISCONTINUED CAKES
Discontinued DecoPac cake designs can still be made available to access and showcase if you 
have on-hand inventory of the design. An alert banner message will appear upon log in indicating 
when a cake design has been discontinued. By default, all discontinued cakes are excluded from 
order availability.  

Navigate to Bakery Cakes>Discontinuations to view new discontinued cakes.  

Once you have depleted your inventory you can then remove/exclude the cake design.

View Discontinued Cake Designs that were Copied to  
Custom by navigating from Bakery Cakes > Custom Cakes. 

A.   New Discontinued Cake Designs 
will automatically appear as 
options to view.

B.   To view other Discontinued 
Cake Designs by category, use 
the drop-down menu. Select the 
‘Filter’ button for results.

C.   Search for a specific cake design 
by name or item number.

D.   Check the box(es) next to the 
Product Type(s) you want to view.  
Select the Filter button for results.

E.   Clear Filtered results.

F.     Check the box to include and 
select ‘Copy to Custom’. This 
will convert the cake design to a 
custom-to-your-bakery design 
and will appear under your 
Custom Cakes.

A.   Indicates DecoPac Item Number 
and Name of discontinued, now 
custom, cake design.

B.   Checked box indicates item is 
Active and orderable. Once you 
have depleted your inventory, 
you can uncheck this box to mark 
cake design as Inactive, so it will 
be unavailable to order.

C.   You can edit any of the 
parameters for this now custom 
cake design (e.g. description, 
categories, etc.). 

B

E

F

A

C

D

BA

C
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DISCONTINUED CAKES ORDER QUEUE

A.   This menu gives you a  
quick overview of how  
many orders you have 
accepted currently.

B.    This menu gives you a view  
of all upcoming orders with  
the ability to accept or  
cancel them.

C.  Order number
D.   Customer’s requested  

pickup date
E.    DecoPac item number(s) that 

are required for the order
F.    Order source (where the order 

was placed)
G.   Date when the order  

was accepted

Upon login, you will see your order queue page. This page is used to view and maintain your 
Cakes.com orders.

There are four statuses for orders.

•  Accepted: This means you have accepted a customer’s order and will  
fulfill the order by the pickup date

•  Conditional: This means you have accepted a customer’s order but  
will require more info or clarification from the consumer.

• Cancelled: This status is used to cancel orders that you cannot fulfill.

• New: This indicates new orders that have yet to be accepted or cancelled.

A

B

C E GFD

Note: Best practice is to accept orders 
within 24 hours.
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A.  Customer details
B.   Customer’s requested  

pickup date
C.    Clicking this button sends a 

communication to the consumer 
that their order is ready.

D.  Cake details
E.    Color and inscription info  

(if applicable)
F.    Hyperlink to the .live file which 

can be downloaded for use in  
a disconnected PhotoCake  
Live system

G.  Border colors
H.   Print order details
I.     Cancel the order
J.     Comments that the bakery 

employee may leave (visible to 
bakery employees only)

A

B

C

E

G

J

H

I
D

When you select an order, it will expand with additional order details. 

In addition to viewing your current orders, if you hover your mouse on 
the ‘Order Queue’ you can select ‘Order History’ to view past orders. 

F
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ALERT MESSAGES
When DecoPac Cake Designs become available or are discontinued, you will see an alert message 
banner at the top of your Cakes.com account.  

 • You will only see these messages appear once you are logged in.

 • Click on the link and you will be brought directly to the page to review the cake designs.

 • The message will continue to appear until either a new alert message is available, or you 
have clicked on the link. 

REPORTS
To review your past orders and performance, we offer flexible reporting templates.  
Navigate to ‘Reports’ at the top of the page. 

There are three different types of reports; each of the three reports also allows you to select the 
time range the report will run from.

Note: All reports  
can be exported  
as a .csv file for 
viewing in your program of choice. Simply 
click the ‘Export’ button in the top right 
corner of your report.
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A.    Order Summary - 
Provides information about how many orders have been accepted conditionally, accept as-is, 
cancelled, and fulfilled. It will also show you totals for sales and the total monetary values for 
cancelled orders.   

B.    Order Detail -  
Provides detailed information on each order that has been received. This includes information 
about the product being ordered, the bakery from which it was ordered, the consumer placing 
the order, the cake being ordered, and details about the sale of the cake.

C.   Performance - 
Provides the total number of orders and information on the number of orders accepted as-is, 
accepted conditionally, and cancelled. This information is elaborated by the percentage of 
orders which were accepted conditionally and accepted as-is, as well as how many orders were 
accepted before and after their designated pickup time. The average time each order spent is 
queue is also available here.    

D.   Selection Options and Filters -  
Each of these reports is available by the year, month, and day. The reports can also be selected 
by Customer Number, as well as according to hierarchy detail. Alongside the selection options, 
there are a number of filters that can be applied to the results of your reports selections. Reports 
can be filtered by category, date, and hierarchy.

A CB

D
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MASS UPDATES
For bakeries and retail stores with more than one location, the Online Cake Ordering Wizard 
allows multiple updates and changes to be set and pushed to multiple in-store devices Powered 
by Cakes.com or store listings on Cakes.com. This saves time and allows for uniform offerings, 
options, and business information to be easily managed and deployed across multiple business 
locations. Please contact your DecoPac Sales Representative for more details on how to access 
this option.

The following attributes and options can utilize the mass updates feature:
  • Cake Flavors and Designs
  • Cake Fillings
  • Cake Icing Flavors
  • Cake Icing Colors
  •  Cake Decorations Upcharge
  • Cake Serving Sizes
  • Store Standard Hours

  • Store Holiday Hours
  • Store Kiosk Settings
  • Order Lead Times
  • Store Online Information
  • Customer Cake Exclusions
  • Discontinued Cakes
  • Custom Cakes

  •  Custom Decoration Categories
  • Custom Cake Flavors
  • Custom Cake Fillings
  • Custom Cake Icing Flavors
  • Custom Cake Sizes

Use these 
options to 
sort your 
bakeries

Any of the settings listed here 
can be changed on a mass-level.

Enable or 
disable 
certain 
locations 
from 
changes you 
will make.

Select the 
serving size 
you wish to 
update and 
apply your 
changes.

Select ‘Save’ to 
save your changes.
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MISCELLANEOUS LINKS AND INFORMATION
Located at the bottom of every page, you will see these options:

A.   Click on the link for DecoPac.com to  
bring you directly to the website.

B.   Provides a link to Frequently Asked 
Questions pertaining to Cakes.com

C.   Provides the complete Terms of Use  
that you agreed to when you set up  
your Cakes.com account.

D.   DecoPac, Inc. respects Your privacy needs 
and concerns. This Privacy Policy pertains 
to your accessing DecoPac.com and 
Cakes.com and all other content available 
through the service. Please read carefully.

E.   Provides a quick way to contact DecoPac 
for any questions or concerns you may 
have about your Cakes.com account.

A B C D E
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Turn off the Passcode
Settings > Passcode > Turn Passcode Off

Also you may wish to turn the 
Auto Lock to never so that the iPad 
does not go to sleep
Settings > Display & Brightness > 
Auto-Lock > Set to Never

DEVICE LOCK DOWN INSTRUCTIONS FOR iOS (iPAD)
Requirements 

It should be noted that if the iOS device is going to be used in lockdown mode the following 
requirements will need to be met: 

 • Device must have secure internet access via an active WiFi connection. 

 • A Stand, Case, or Bracket that secures the device and blocks the home, power, volume, and 
mute/rotate buttons should be used. 

 • Power to the device (recommended) or a nightly charging solution should be considered. 

 • The Powered by Cakes.com functionality must first be enabled by DecoPac and setup 
properly via Cakes.com.

Initial Settings
Before beginning setup be 
sure to go to Settings and 
General to make the following 
recommended setup changes.

Turn off Multitasking Gestures
Settings > General > Multitasking & 
Dock > Gestures

Turn off Lock/Unlock  
Settings > Display & Brightness > 
Turn Lock/Unlock Off
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DEVICE LOCK DOWN INSTRUCTIONS FOR IOS (IPAD) CONTINUED

Lock Down Mode Setup

Open the Settings app and click on General on the left hand list and Accessibility on the right.

1.  Navigate to Guided Access on the window at the right.

3.  After setting up the passcode, press the home button and open Safari. Navigate to your bakery's Powered by 
Cakes.com URL which can be found if you log into Cakes.com, under the Bakery Cakes > Kiosk Setting page

4.  You should now see your bakery’s Powered by Cakes.com home page. To initiate locking the device add 
‘?kiosk=1’ to the end of your URL above like this: https://cakes.com/kiosk/[your-bakery-name-here]/?kiosk=1

2.  Turn on Guided Access and set 
a passcode. This will prevent 
users from attempting to turn off 
Guided Access while the device 
is available. 

BE SURE TO RECORD  
THIS PASSCODE.
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DEVICE LOCK DOWN INSTRUCTIONS FOR IOS (IPAD) CONTINUED

5.  Next click the Share button and then select 
Add to Home Screen. Then confirm the name 
of the Icon and press Add.

6. Exit Safari and click on the Cakes.com icon on your home screen. The kiosk should now load.

7.  Once it loads, press the Home 
button 3 times, and the guided 
access overlay should open.

 a.  You can also set other 
options at the bottom.  
Some suggested settings 
would be:
- Preventing motion/rotation
-  Preventing volume  

button usage
-  Preventing rotation/mute 

button usage
8.   When you are ready to lock 

down the iPad, press Start  
(or ‘Resume’) in the upper right 
hand corner. Guided Access 
should now be available & 
navigating away from the app 
or URL should not be possible.

9.   To turn Guided Access off, 
press the Home button 3 times, 
enter your passcode that was 
set earlier, and press ‘End’ in 
the upper left hand corner.

Note: In order to turn lockdown off you will be required 
to clear your cache and cookies once initiated by going 
to the Setting App > Safari Settings, and Clear Cookies 
and Data.
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DEVICE LOCK DOWN INSTRUCTIONS FOR ANDROID
Requirements 

 • An Android tablet running Marshmallow (Android 6.0, or newer).
 • Active secured Wi-Fi connection to the internet.
 • A Stand, Case, or Bracket that secures the device.
 • A constant source of power to the device (recommended) or a nightly charging solution 
could be considered.

 • The Powered by Cakes.com functionality must be enabled by DecoPac and setup 
properly via Cakes.com

 • A lock-down application for the tablet. In this tutorial, we are using ‘Kiosk Browser 
Lockdown’ made by ProCo IT.

Initial Settings
Please note the following steps may vary depending on what device is used and what version of 
Android is installed. The following setup was completed on a Galaxy Tab S running Android 6.0.1.

2.  After installing Kiosk Browser 
Lockdown, we will need to navigate 
to the Android settings menu. Either 
locate the Settings app in the app 
drawer, or swipe down from the top to 
reveal the notification panel, click the 
settings icon.

  In the settings menu you will need  
to navigate to the Application Manager. 
Once in the Application Manager 
menu, find and select Kiosk  
Browser Lockdown.

1.  Download the Kiosk Browser Lockdown 
application in the Google Play Store. 
https://play.google.com/store/apps/
details?id=com.procoit.kioskbrowser
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3.  Select ‘Permissions’ 
enable all permissions  
in this list (if not  
already enabled).

4.  Select the 3 dots in the 
top right and select ‘Apps 
that can appear on top’.

5.  Find Kiosk Browser in the app list and turn this option ON.

6.   Lastly, enable Kiosk Browser Lockdown as a Device 
Administrator. Go to Settings > Security > Device 
Administrators. Find Kiosk Browser and turn this 
option ON.
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CAKES.COM ORDER FLOW  

Consumer orders a 
cake via Cakes.com  
or Powered by 
Cakes.com URL.

A.  Communication is 
sent to Consumer. 

B.  Communication is 
sent to the Bakery.

Bakery accepts  
the order.

A.  Communication is 
sent to consumer. 

B.  Communication is 
sent to the bakery.

Bakery processes 
cake order.

Bakery clicks �Ready  
for Pickup� link.

Text is sent to  
consumer indicating  
the cake is ready  
for pickup  
(if applicable).

Consumer picks up 
cake and makes 
payment at  
the bakery. 
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CONSUMER EXPERIENCE

  
Consumer finds a 
bakery or a cake 
via Cakes.com.    

Consumer  
uses Powered by 
Cakes.com URL 
on a device at a 
specific bakery 
location.

Consumer selects 
and places their 
personalized  
cake order.

Cake Editor  
appears to provide 
the consumer a  
step-by-step  
process to  
personalize  
their cake.

A.   Selects cake size; selects Continue

B.   Personalizes an Edible Image® by 
PhotoCake® Image or Frame
a. Uploads photo (if applicable)
b. Adds Text
c. Adds color for Text
d. Chooses Font for Text

— OR —

C.   Personalizes a cake that is not an  
Edible Image® by PhotoCake®
a.  Chooses design option:  

Airbrushed, Iced, Classic, etc.
b.  Adds a message to include on  

the cake
c.  Chooses color for the message.

D.   Selects Flavor of cake

E.    Selects Filling for cake (if applicable)

F.     Selects the top and bottom border  
colors for cake

G.   Selects Frosting Flavor

H.   Reviews information

I.     Selects Pickup date and time, note 
to bakery (if applicable) and contact 
information.  

J.    Selects the option to receive a text  
when the cake is ready for pickup.

K.  Customer selects ‘Place Order’.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

GENERAL

What is Cakes.com?
The definitive and universal resource for inspiration, personalized design options, and easy 
ordering to simplify and clarify the bakery experience for the consumer.

What is Online Cake Ordering from DecoPac? 
The definitive and universal tool to digitally connect with the bakery consumers and activate 
them where they shop, to drive bakery revenue and business efficiencies as your technology 
bakery partner. Our Online Cake Ordering from DecoPac is facilitated through Cakes.com.  
It is an easy way for your bakery to have an online presence without the hassle of building or 
maintaining your own site. You can setup your bakery to accept online orders from consumers 
through Cakes.com and let Cakes.com drive more traffic to your bakery. 

Can anyone sign up for Online Cake Orders? 
Any commercial Retail or In-Store Bakery with an active DecoPac.com account is eligible.

Are Ice Cream cakes an option for selections? 
Yes. The website is designed to allow you to setup your own custom cake parameters. 

Do I need to set up a DecoPac.com account? 
Yes. If you are already a DecoPac customer, you can simply activate your online DecoPac.com 
account. Go to DecoPac.com and click ‘Sign Up’ on the home page and select the option ‘Yes’ 
for having purchased from DecoPac before. You will need to know your DecoPac Customer 
Number and Billing Zip Code.  

How do I to set up a Cakes.com account? 
You will need to create a Cakes.com account after your DecoPac.com account has been set 
up. Within 1 hour from establishing your DecoPac.com account you can proceed with creating 
your Cakes.com account via https://order.cakes.com/account-admin/setup. You will need your 
DecoPac Customer number and email address used to create your DecoPac.com account. 

How long will it take to set up my Bakery in the Cake Ordering Wizard? 
Approximately 1 hour.
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Does my bakery need to have a computer with internet access to participate? 
Yes. 

Is Cakes.com visible using a smart phone or tablet? 
Yes. Cakes.com is mobile enabled. 

How are Customers with Authorized Lists handled? 
If a Customer has an Authorized List, once a consumer selects a bakery, only the cakes on the 
bakery’s authorized list will be displayed. 

How does a Bakery change their Authorized List? 
If a bakery wants to change their Authorized List, please contact DecoPac Customer Support 
1-800-332-6722.

Can I include any images other than what DecoPac offers? 
Yes. If they are from another vendor, we will notify that vendor to load the requested images 
to your account. If they are your own custom designs, there is no need for permission; you may 
load them yourself, provided they are within the guidelines/appropriate given in the Terms  
and Conditions.

Can Bakeries add other products, such as buns, to their Bakery page? 
No, not at this time. 

Can the Bakery customize their Bakery page? 
Yes. The setup process will walk you through all the parameters that are specific to each 
account, including showcasing the bakery logo, custom welcome message, and even a  
hero banner. 

What if a Bakery’s cake flavor or size isn’t shown? 
The website is designed to allow you to setup your own custom cake parameters.

What if the Bakery is closed for a holiday? 
No problem. Most national holidays can be noted as ‘open’ hours adjusted accordingly to 
fit the Bakery’s store hours. Options to create custom holidays and hours are also available. 
These can be managed under the Store Information section. 

What determines the order in which the bakeries show up on Cakes.com? 
Google uses a technology called geo-coding and Cakes.com utilizes this technology.  
It looks at the ‘center’ of the ZIP code and goes out from there. 
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How will consumers know that the Bakery accepts online orders? 
The bakery will be ‘highlighted’ as accepting online orders. 

How will consumers know that the Bakery has a PhotoCake System? 
The bakery will be ‘highlighted’ as having a PhotoCake System. If the bakery does not have a 
PhotoCake System, PhotoCake images will not be available to order via Cakes.com. 

When does the consumer pay for the cake? 
Payment will be taken at the time of pick-up. This gives the consumer the opportunity to only 
pay once and are able to pickup other party items such as candles or balloons. This also helps 
build impulse sales for the Bakery.

Is there a delivery option for consumers? 
No, all cakes will need to be picked up at the physical Bakery location. 

SOFTWARE SETUP AND CONCERNS 
Does this software work with all versions of iPad/Android?
The Cake Ordering Software has been designed so that it can be used with any mobile device 
(e.g., iOS and Android operating systems).

Is the software in any other language, other than English? 
No, not at this time.

Is there some type of document I can use to put all my bakery’s cake and pricing 
information into one location? 
Yes, we have a parameters spreadsheet that we can send you. The spreadsheet is  
currently not able to upload the information to the site, so you still must enter each  
parameter individually. Visit DecoPac.com to download the cakes parameters spreadsheet.

Can I have the orders sent to a printer instead of receiving an email notification? 
No, not at this time.

If I have multiple locations and one central kitchen (commissary) which produces for 
those locations, can the locations be linked to the central location, so they would be able 
to identify where the order is coming from? 
No, not at this time. You would need to create an account for each location.
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Is there printer capability/notification to an offsite bakery/commissary  
when an order is placed? 
No, not at this time. However, there is email notification capability that will allow you to 
choose who receives these notifications.

Can I just use this software as a virtual TMOC® book and not be shown on Cakes.com or 
do I need to have the ordering part activated? 
Yes, the system allows users to turn off the ordering functionality allowing you to simply use 
it as a virtual TMOC® book. To remove your location from appearing on Cakes.com please 
contact us at 1-800-332-6722 Option 6. 

Do I have to fill out the parameters if I only want to have an electronic TMOC® book  
and not Online Cake Ordering? 
While you do not have to fill out every parameter you must fill out your store information  
(e.g. hours of operation, logo, contact information, etc.) and basic pricing information. 

What is the best browser I should be using to change my information on my  
Cakes.com account? 
We recommend Google Chrome or Safari for Apple users, however, you can also use Mozilla 
Firefox or Microsoft Internet Explorer.

Why am I not able to upload my business logo? 
The file format must be either: jpg, gif or png; dimensions of at least 200 × 200 pixels. 

Why will Cakes.com not accept my password? 
Your password must be at least 8 characters long and contain at least 1 number, 1 capital 
letter, and 1 special character.

Is it mandatory to fill out the parameter worksheet? 
While it is not necessary to fill out, it is a great place to store all your information in one 
central location. That way if you do have a price/product change it is easy to figure out what 
information needs to be changed.

FEES/TRACKING ORDERS AND INVENTORY

How much does this cost? 
Please contact your local sales representative for pricing information. If you are unsure who 
your sales representative is, please contact Customer Support. 
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How much does the Kiosk fixture cost? 
DecoPac does not sell kiosk hardware. Costs will vary based on the fixture and features you 
are looking to have in your store. Contact your sales representative for more information. 

Where can I buy a tablet or other mobile device? 
DecoPac does not sell tablets, mobile devices or kiosk hardware. You can purchase your 
device at the electronics vendor of your choosing.

Is there an annual subscription fee? 
Please contact your local sales representative for pricing information. If you are unsure who 
your sales representative is, please contact Customer Support.

Can PayPal be setup for customers to use as a payment option? 
No, not at this time.

Is there a transaction fee for every Cakes.com order? 
Please contact your local sales representative for pricing information. If you are unsure who 
your sales representative is, please contact Customer Support. 

Will I be able to track what cakes are sold? 
Yes. Under the tab ‘Reports’ you can run a report by: Daily, Monthly, or Yearly. These reports 
can be exported to a .csv file (usable in Excel, or other spreadsheet editors) by clicking on the 
‘Export’ icon.

Will I have the ability to input the inventory of DecoSets® to the cake design so as to be 
alerted when inventory is out or about to be out of stock and enable the operator to order 
more product? 
No, not at this time.

How is the bakery notified if an order comes in? 
A communication is sent to both the bakery and consumer notifying them that an order has 
been placed. Consumers have the option to receive alerts via text. The bakery will then log in to 
their Cakes.com account to acknowledge the receipt of the order and retrieve the information to 
fill the order.

Does a Bakery have to accept all orders sent to it? 
No, the bakery has the option of cancelling the order. However, we feel it is best to accept  
the order conditionally and contact the consumer to see if you can meet their needs with 
another cake.
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How long does the order stay in the queue? 
The day after the requested pickup date the order moves from Active to History or once the 
bakery has marked the order as completed, whichever occurs first. 

How can a Bakery be sure it is a ‘real’ order and not someone fooling around? 
If you feel that the online order you receive is not genuine, we suggest that you directly 
contact the consumer from the information they entered. If you still have doubts, you can  
ask for a deposit at the time of the call. 

Is there a way to track how much traffic a kiosk gets? If so, is there a way to discern if it is 
someone just browsing and someone who places an order?
No, not at this time.

CAKE DESIGN
Can a bakery make changes to their selections and prices once they are set up?
Yes, log into your Cakes.com account and edit the item you want to update. Be sure to save 
your changes. Changes will occur immediately after saving your changes. 

How often are DecoPac cake images updated? 
We are always launching new products and cake designs! Once the new products are in-stock 
and available for you to order, you will see an alert, at the top of the page, when you sign into 
your Cakes.com account. Product availability is subject to change without notice. 

What if I don’t stock all the DecoSets® shown on the site? 
You don’t have to. The system allows you to select which cakes you want to offer. 

What happens if DecoPac discontinues a cake design, but I still have inventory left over?  
How can I still showcase that design until I run out of my inventory? 
When a design is discontinued it will be removed from the site and an alert message will be 
displayed. The items can continue to be shown by moving it to custom products. This will 
allow you to sell your inventory until it is depleted.

What if the bakery needs to stop taking online orders for a short time? 
If you need to temporarily stop taking online orders, but still have your bakery appear 
on Cakes.com, you need to go into Admin Account / Store Information - Online and set 
your account to Stop Accepting On-Line Orders. Once you press Save, your account will 
immediately be updated. When you are ready to resume online ordering, select ‘Start 
Accepting On-Line Orders’ and Save. 
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What if my bakery sets up the Cakes.com Account but isn’t ready to take  
orders right away? 
No problem. You can set up a future time to begin taking orders. 

Can descriptions and pictures of cake categories that are on my home page  
be non-DecoPac cakes? 
Yes, you can choose your own custom cakes, DecoPac designs, or even another vendor’s cakes 
to showcase on the front screen.

Can I customize the category headings tab to showcase my own custom categories  
(e.g. Upscale Designs)?  
No, not at this time. However, we do offer a wide variety of options to choose from. 

Can I include any images other than what DecoPac offers? 
You can include other design options not offered by DecoPac. This can be done by going to 
Bakery Cakes / Custom Cakes.   

If they are your own custom designs, there is no need for permission; you may load them 
yourself provided they are within the guidelines/appropriate given in the agreement form.  

If the design and images are not your property, we will notify that vendor to load the requested 
images into your account.

How can I upload my own custom design images? 
Instructions are included in the User Guide.

On the custom designs, can the item codes contain both numbers and letters? 
Item Codes can be alphanumeric. However, they cannot be the same as any existing  
DecoPac item code.

How long does it take for my custom images to upload to the site? 
Custom images can take up to an hour to appear on the site.

Can I add my own flavors/frostings? 
Yes, you can add your custom cake flavor, filling, and frosting flavors. You can also add in your 
own custom cake sizes and cake designs.
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If I do not put fillings in my cakes, is there a way to eliminate this option as part  
of the ordering process? 
Yes, simply turn all fillings in the filling admin page to off.

Can I change any of my parameters (e.g., flavors, fillings, sizes) on my tablet? 
Yes. Accepting Consumer orders and managing your account can be done on an up-to-date 
laptop, computer, or tablet with internet connection (hardwired or Wi-Fi). 

How does my customer add a picture to an Edible Image® by PhotoCake® Frame order? 
When a customer selects an Edible Image® by PhotoCake® Frame, they are asked to upload 
their image from the computer or mobile device during the order process. If a customer orders 
from an in-store kiosk, they will be sent a link via email or text with instructions on how to 
upload their photo. Both ways will allow the customer to size and place their image how they 
want to have it displayed within the set frame. Customers do not need to email the photo to 
the bakery. 

What if a customer wants just a photo on a cake without a frame? 
We have created a cake just for this purpose, item #22400 Personal Photo/Artwork Only. 
To select this as an option, you will need to mark this item as ‘Include’ under the list of Cake 
Designs. If this option does not meet your requirements, you can also create a new custom 
cake for this. While setting up your custom cake, be sure to choose the Cake Type of ‘PCFR’ 
so the system will the customers in instructions on how they can upload their photo. 

HARDWARE SETUP AND REQUIREMENTS
Where can I buy a kiosk fixture? 
DecoPac does not sell kiosk hardware. Costs will vary based on the fixture and features you 
are looking to have in your store. Contact your sales representative for more information.

Do you have any POS on this? If so, how can I order it? 
Yes, we offer a few different options for POS material, but these supplies are limited.  
Please contact your sales representative for more details. 

Will the POS have the fixtures I need to adhere it to the stand fixture? 
Due to various styles of kiosk fixtures in the market, the adherent may need to be adapted 
according to your fixture. 
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What type of computer/device do I need to have? 
All account settings and order management can be managed from a computer or mobile 
device as long as you are able to connect to the internet.  

Do I have to use an iPad, or can I use an Android or other mobile device? 
The Cake Ordering Software program has been designed so that it can be used with any 
mobile device (e.g., iOS and Android operating systems) but a tablet is preferable for use in 
the bakery.

How much memory does my device need? 
Since this is a web-based program, memory on the device is not a factor. 

Do I need internet and/or a power source for the tablet/iPad?
Yes, and yes. You must have an internet connection (hard-wire or Wi-Fi) and an  
outlet for the device. 

How do I lockdown my device so consumers are not able to access other sites on the kiosk? 
The instructions are included in the User Guide but may vary depending on the device.

What is a QR code? 
QR = Quick Response Code. Customers can scan the code with their mobile device and they 
are taken straight to your customized Cakes.com home page.

Where do I go to create/how do I create a QR code? 
You will need your Powered by Cakes.com URL to make the QR code. There are several online  
resources to generate one (e.g., www.QRstuff.com). 

Can the QR code be added to an operator’s website or Facebook page? 
Yes. It can also be added to POS around the bakery or on the kiosk fixture.

Is there an option to have a scrolling message on the kiosk when it is not in use? 
No, not at this time. However, we do have the option of a static message that is  
already available.
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NOTES



Cakes.com is Patent-Pending. 
PhotoCake®, TMOC® and DecoSet®  
are trademarks of DecoPac.
Edible Image® is a registered trademark  
of The Lucks Company.

3500 Thurston Avenue • Anoka, Minnesota 55303

1-800-DECOPAC (1-800-332-6722) 
Español: 1-800-898-3063 Fax: 763-502-0534 

For Cakes.com Support call: 1-800-332-6722 Option 6

Cakes@DecoPac.com

1-800-332-6722 Option 6

Cakes.com Support is available 24/7 to  
help answer all your Cakes.com questions.

OUR CAKES.COM SUPPORT TEAM IS HERE TO HELP!

©2019 DecoPac

Chat with Cakes.com Support


